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Before beginning your in-home removal, it is key to prepare for the removal process.
To make your removal easier it is recommended that you wait an additional week

or two past your normal service time. Having an extra set of hands will greatly
help – consider asking a friend, family member or aid to assist you. Be sure to

set aside uninterrupted time for your removal. Remember more remover is not
better and will NOT release your hair addition faster. And MOST IMPORTANTLY be

patient with yourself as you go through the following removal steps:
 

 
1. Starting at the front hairline – lean head back and squirt or spray a small
amount of Bond Remover along the edge of the hairline and under
the hair addition. Begin from the center of the hairline and apply towards the
right side of the hairline. Then, return to the center of the hairline and work
towards the left side of the hairline.
 
2. Give the remover time to work allowing it to sit for one minute while you
gently massage the Bond Remover under the base of your hair addition until
it begins to release from the head. 
 
3. Next, saturate a Q-Tip with Bond Remover and work the Q-Tip under the
hair addition to help spread the remover and release the attachment from the
scalp and hair. Be sure to take your time and allow the Bond Remover to
work.  Remember more Remover does not release faster only makes it harder
to clean up.
 
4. Using your finger, a Tail Comb or Q-Tip, gently lift the front of the hair
addition and keep adding small amounts of Bond Remover under the hair
addition to release the frontal.  Be gentle when separating growing hair from
hair addition hair being sure not to break or pull the growing hair. 
 
5. Continue to reapply additional Bond Remover, little by little. Gently
lift front of hair addition to remove from hair and scalp.
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6. Once the frontal area has lifted, lean your head to the side to begin
removing hair addition from sides and back.
 
7. Using Bond Remover begin spraying under the hair addition base exactly as
you did with the front hairline.
 
8. Give the Bond Remover time to work allowing it to sit for one minute while
you use your fingers to gently massage the Bond Remover under the base of
your hair addition until it begins to release from the head.
 
9. Next, saturate a Q-Tip with Bond Remover and work the Q-Tip under the
hair addition to help spread the remover and release the attachment from the
scalp and hair. Be sure to gently separate growing hair away from hair
addition base.
 
10. Continue to reapply additional Bond Remover, little by little.
 
11. Use your fingers to work Bond Remover under base of hair addition.
 
12. Gently lift the hair addition base to remove from growing hair.
 
13. Continue to separate growing hair from under hair addition by reapplying
Bond Remover, little by little.
 
14. Continue to use finger to work Bond Remover under base until hair
addition has completely released.
 
 

Do not be alarmed if you see hairs attached to the hair addition these are a part of
your normal daily hair shedding (a healthy part of the hair growth cycle). These

hairs have accumulated over the month period of time and are held by the bond, to
the base of your hair addition.
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